ABSTRACT. This note presents examples for which the value of a finitely generated group's growth series at 1 is not the reciprocal of the group's Euler characteristic.
The growth series of a pair (G, S) tends to be an interesting power series. For example, it is often a rational function. Rationality questions are considered in almost all of the references. Assume that G has almost finite cohomological dimension, so that the Euler characteristic x(G) is defined (see [7] ). In this case, computations show that /(l) is closely related to x(C)-Specifically, if / is meromorphic at 1 and x(G) is defined, then until now it has turned out that (1) /(I) = l/x(G) in all examples for which both terms were known (see [8 and 9, p. 126] ). The purpose of this note is to provide counterexamples to this. After I found the counterexamples given below, Floyd and Plotnick [5] discovered an interesting expression for the difference /(l) -\/\(G) in the case of geometric generating sets of Fuchsian groups. This expression is usually 0, but they produce examples for which it is not 0. This gives more examples for which the equality in (1) fails.
The counterexamples given below involve considering the relationship between every such set Sm generates G, giving rise to Bm(n), am>rl, bm,n, fm(X), and gm(X). Clearly, Bm(n) = B(mn). Thus 9m(X) = J2 brn,nXn = £ bmnXn. of this group and generating set and form their free product (G,S) = (Gi *G2,Si U S2). For a general free product, one can easily show that .le,» -1 + ^k-1,
Now take m = 2 in the previous notation, namely, view G as generated by the 2-ball for the generating set S. For the new generating function f2(X), Thus this gives a generating set for the free group on two generators for which (1) is false.
Here is an example of a different sort. The growth series for the compact hyperbolic Coxeter groups on three generators using the standard generating sets are determined in [2] (see also [4] ). The growth series for the (2,5,6)-compact hyperbolic Coxeter group with standard generating set is (X + 1)2(X4 + X2 + 1)(X4 + X3 + X2 + X + 1) J( ' (X2 + 1)(X8-X6-X5-X3-X2 + 1)
As Serre showed in [7] , equation (1) holds in this case. However, f(X) has poles at ±\/-ï, which suggests that (1) fails for this group using the 4-ball of the standard generating set as generating set. A routine computation shows that this is indeed the case. There are presumably many such examples.
